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I. INTRODUCTION 
A final value system controls the output of a dynamical system over a time 
interval (0, T) with the objective of minimizing the expected value of a 
suitably chosen function of the difference between a desired value and the 
output at known time T of the dynamical system. This minimization is to be 
accomplished subject to inequality constraints on the control function and a 
suitable time integral over (0, T) of a function of the control function. The 
system input is a Gaussian stochastic process and the desired final output is 
a Gaussian random variable statistically related to the system input. In the 
case in which the dynamical system is scalar and linear (possibly time varying) 
and the control function integral constraint is the fuel available constraint we 
have obtained the complete solution for the optimal continuous control 
function and the attendant average cost of control. 
The following two facts are of paramount importance in the solution of the 
above problem of control: The first fact is that under the assumption of 
Gaussian statistics (as we shall see the system input can be any continuous 
Gaussian process possessing a covariance function continuous in both of its 
arguments) the conditional expected value of the desired response (evaluated 
at every instant on the basis of past values of the input) is an unnormalized 
backward Wiener process; i.e., a Gaussian process with infinitely divisible 
independent increments. In the discrete case this fact was noted apparently 
for the first time by Booton [I]. The second fact is that in the Gaussian case 
when the cost of control is the expected value of a linear combination of a 
function of the terminal miss and a time integral of any integrable function 
of the control function that a sufficient statistic for the control problem is the 
extrapolated miss distance. Th e extrapolated miss distance is a Gaussian 
stochastic process the value of which at any time instant is the difference 
between the extrapolated output of the linear dynamical system being con- 
trolled and the predictor (conditional expected value) of the desired terminal 
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response. Although this fact has been accepted on an intuitive basis for many 
years by engineers engaged in the design of final value control systems, the 
first rigorous proof was given recently by Striebel [2]. The utilization of the 
extrapolated miss distance as a state variable instead of the commonly used 
variable (the conditional expected value of the current output of the dynamical 
system based upon past values of the inputs) results in a remarkable simplifica- 
tion of the mathematics. This is due to the fact that the extrapolated miss 
distance satisfies a first-order ordinary stochastic differential equation regard- 
less of the complexity of the impulsive response of the linear dynamical 
system. The basic work (both theoretical and practical) on the design of 
response extrapolators was done by Mathews and Steeg [3]. 
The principle mathematical tool used in conjunction with the above two 
facts is the method of dynamic programming originated by Bellman [4]. 
For our application we use a form of the stochastic Bellman-Hamilton- 
Jacobi equation given by Wonham [5]. As we shall see, when the control 
function is chosen so as to effect the required minimization of the expected 
cost of control (ECOC), in the case of a fuel constraint we obtain a mixed 
initial-boundary value problem for a linear parabolic second-order partial 
differential equation of diffusion type with free and moving boundaries. 
Denoting by (x, t) the space-time plane of the independent variables for the 
ECOC, the (x, t) plane is divided into three regions divided by two moving 
unknown boundaries. (X denotes the extrapolated miss distance.) The ECOC 
satisfies a different known diffusion equation in each region. As one might 
surmise the optimal control is of the on-off variety with a dead zone (relay 
type with a dead zone). We have been able to determine explicitly the equa- 
tions for the two switching boundaries bordering the inner dead zone as a 
function of time and an undetermined Lagrangian multiplier. As is usual in 
variational problems the multiplier cannot be determined until the complete 
solution is obtained; i.e., the evaluation of the ECOC. The determination of 
the switching boundaries enables us to obtain the solution of the initial- 
boundary value problem for the ECOC. In the two outer regions of the 
(x, t) plane-corresponding to the regions in which maximum allowable 
effort is expended-the solution is rather simple. The solution in the inner 
region (corresponding to the dead zone of zero effort) is more involved. This 
is due to the fact that it is of finite extent and also due to the existence of a 
two-point boundary condition to be met. The ECOC is determined in this 
region by the use of single layer heat potentials. (An excellent discussion of 
the application of single and double layer heat potentials to heat conduction 
boundary value problems involving free boundaries is given by Kolodner [6]. 
Mixed initial-boundary value problems with a single free boundary are 
discussed by Rubinstein [7].) In this way the solution for the ECOC is 
reduced to the solution of two simultaneous linear Volterra integral equations 
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of the second kind. These equations possess involved Gaussian kernels not 
of difference type and no closed form solutions are available in the mathe- 
matical literature. Hence they are amenable only to computer solution. An 
iterative solution is not nice again without use of a computer since the iterated 
kernels are complicated functions. We note that when the inequality con- 
straints on the values of the control function are symmetric the two integral 
equations reduce to a single linear integral equation. 
Methods are given for an optimal determination of the undetermined 
Lagrangian multiplier based upon the full use of the expected fuel available. 
In addition some properties of the switching boundaries are developed. 
Finally we wish to make a remark concerning the “separation theorem” of 
control theory. It is obvious from the results of this paper that the separation 
theorem does not hold for the problem treated here. It is true that the optimal 
control for the analogous problem in the noise-free case is a relay type with 
a dead zone. The important distinction is that the boundaries of the dead zone 
region in the stochastic case are dz@erent from the boundaries in the noise-free 
case. 
We remark that the corresponding vector value control problem can be set 
up in a similar manner using dynamic programming. If one uses a realistic 
fuel constraint the problem reduces to the solution of a mixed initial-boundary 
value problem in nonlinear diffusion. The presence of time varying coefficients 
in a nonlinear diffusion makes the problem quite formidable in the sense of 
attempting to reduce the problem to the solution of an integral equation. 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
We denote by ut the control function, and by xt the output of the linear 
dynamical system being controlled. zt and ut are related through 
-qx,l = f4 > (2.1) 
where L is any linear operator in the space L, of square integrable functions ft 
defined over 0 < t < T. Then it follows that if we restrict ut to lie in L, , then 
xt is in L, . In most practical applications no such generality is required and 
denoting by p the operator dldt, L is usually of the form 
L = [zl oil(t) Pj] [jll k&(t) Pk]-l’ n > m. (2.2) 
To avoid unnecessary generality we shall use this form for L. Denote by 
W(t, T) the one-sided Green’s function for L. Then xt has the form 
xt = W(t, 0) x0 + s 
t W(t, T) U(T) dT, O<t<T, (2.la) 
0 
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where IV(t, 0) x,, d enotes the solution of the homogeneous equation L[x,] = 0 
satisfying prescribed initial conditions on x0 , xl(O),..., x”-‘(O). 
Next we define the extrapolated response as 
t e, = W(t, 0)x0 + s W(T, 7)u(7) d7. 0 (2.3) 
It is clear that e, is the value that xT would assume if U, were zero 
for t < 7 < T; i.e., if no control were exerted from the present time to the 
termination of control at time T. Denoting for brevity by @‘(t, 0) x0 the time 
derivative of the solution of the homogeneous equation, we note that e, 
satisfies the first order differential equation 
6, = Lt’(t, 0) x0 + W(T, t) ut . (2.4) 
Now we characterize the system input yt (the “observation scalar”) as 
Yf = Pt + % ! (2.5) 
where pt is the mean value function of yt and is assumed to be differentiable 
in (0, T). n, is a continuous strongly differentiable Gaussian process with 
mean zero and possessing a symmetric positive definite covariance function 
m(s, t). For strong differentiability of tit it is necessary and sufficient that the 
symmetric second partial derivative @/as at rJs, t) exists and is finite on the 
line s = t. See Parzen [8] for details. 
The desired response D, is defined as 
D, = m, + Nt, (2.6) 
where vlt is the mean value function of D, and is also assumed to be differen- 
tiable in (0, T). N, is a Gaussian process with covariance function rN(s, t) 
and possesses the same property of strong differentiability as nt. The sto- 
chastic process yt and the random variable D, are statistically related. 
Mathematically this is expressed as E[NrnJ f 0 for some finite time interval 
in (0, T). Denote by &(t) the conditional expected value of DT given the 
values of y7 for 0 < T < t. f&(t) is also a Gaussian process which we write as 
h(t) = 3t + St > (2.7) 
where St is a Gaussian process with mean zero and independent increments. 
In the discrete case this was proved by Booton. We give a proof for the 
continuous case when pt = m, = 0. We denote y&t, , tz) = E[r,,D,,]. It is 
well known (see Davis [9] for details) that &(t) is given by 
409/zdr-5 
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where gt(T) is the solution of the integral equation 
If we denote times 0 < Tl < T, < T, < T4 < T, then the Gaussian 
stochastic process fir(t) will have independent increments if for arbitrary 
times satisfying the above relations we have 
J = W&G) - &V’,>l[fidT,) - &V,)l> = 0. 
In view of the above relations we have 
= 0, since 
y& 9T) = s T’ g&) yn(~, td T0 < t, < Tj (j = 1,2,3,4). 0 
In many practical applications Eyt and ED, depend upon unknown param- 
eters which must be estimated. The predictor solution for this case was 
given first for the case of nonstationary stochastic processes in [9]. This 
situation has been treated thoroughly now in the literature. The treatment by 
Parzen appears to be the most rewarding and is based upon the theory of 
reproducing kernels in Hilbert space. In some problems the observation 
scalar yt is related to the desired response D, by the relation 
Ld~tl = Dt + Mt , 
where L, is a differential operator and Mt is a Gaussian process. In this case 
the determination of the predictor &-(t) reduces to the solution of ordinary 
differential equations. 
In the general case when yt is Gaussian and D, is a linear functional of yt , 
we see that B,(t) as given in (2.7) is a Gaussian process with independent 
increments. As we shall see soon, by making a time transformation we can 
transform S, into a Wiener process. It is clear moreover that we shall reverse 
the flow of time since the variance of our predictor is clearly a nonincreasing 
function of time. 
We define the extrapolated miss distance l t as 
Et = e, - &(t), (2.8) 
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where e, and fir(t) are given in (2.3) and (2.7). Moreover, we have shown that 
dS, = atdZ, , where Z, is an unnormalized Wiener process albeit reversed in 
time. To condense notation we define 
b, = TV@, 0) x(J - 7jt . (2.9) 
From (2.4) we see then that ct satisfies the ordinary stochastic differential 
equation 
de, = [W( T, t) u + b,] dt - a,dZ$ . 
The control function ut satisfies the constraints 
(2.10) 
where 
--L,t G Ut -G L,, (2.11) 
ELI SoTC,lutldt~B1;I:ctLntdt, (2.12) 
Lot = Max CL , Lb 
We are now in position to define the stochastic control problem. Define the 
cost of control over the interval [t, T] 
E,“,, is the expectation given that xt = x and the control u is used. Making 
use of the linearity of the dynamical system being controlled and the assump- 
tion that the observation scalar yt and the desired response D, are Gaussian 
processes, it follows from Theorem 6 of Striebel (lot. cit., p. 590) that the 
extrapolated miss distance ct is a sufficient statistic for the control problem. 
Hence we can reformulate the cost of control as 
(2.13a) 
where et satisfies the stochastic differential equation (2.10). 
Wonham’s form of the stochastic Bellman-Hamilton- Jacobi equation 
(lot. cit., p. 117) applied to the problem considered here leads to the following 
functional equation for V((E, t) = C?(E, t): 
-t- xc, I u I + 0,2/2v, (6, t)}, (2.14) 
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VCc> t) = E:t [h 1;~ I u, I A- tfh)]. 
The above functional equation is to be solved with the terminal condition 
V(% T) =f(c>. (2.15) 
To simplify notation we write Yt = a/atV(~, t), etc. We proceed to show 
that the solution of the functional equation is equivalent to the solution of a 
mixed initial-boundary value problem of linear diffusion with free boundaries. 
From Eq. (2.14) it is evident that the optimal control us,, is given by 
0 
U,,t = --L,t 7 V, > WWC t> 
= 0, I V, I < Xc,/ W( T, t) (2.16) 
=L,t, V, < --hc,/W(T, t). 
Substituting the optimal control function values into (2.14), we see that 
V(/(E, t) is the solution of the simultaneous system 
Vt + [bt - W(T, t)L,tl V, + W& + GV3’,, = 0, V, > WJ'(T, t) 
Vt + W, + QPV,, = 0, I V, I d WW", t) 
Vt + [bt + W(T, t)Lztl V, + W,t + ut2/2V,, = 0, V, < --hctlWT, 4 
(2.17) 
with V(E, T) =f(e). 
As the problem is presented here we have a system of backward parabolic 
equations; i.e., reversed in time. This is not too surprising since the random 
component St of the predictor fir(t) is also an unnormalized Wiener process 
reversed in time. In order to unscramble the situation we solve the system 
(2.17) in reversed time. We merely use a new time ti , where 
t, = T-t, (0 < t < T). 
All the time varying coefficients b, , W(T, t), ct , L,, , L,, , and (~2 are trans- 
formed to the new time t, . Instead of writing subscripts for time from now 
on, however, we assume that the time transformation has been made on all 
the parameters. ut2 is now a nondecreasing function of time as it should be. 
Again for convenience we define B, = W(T, t) again with the proper time 
transformation. Now equation (2.17) b ecomes the usual type of initial- 
boundary value problem in diffusion. We obtain 
V, - (b, - B,L,,) V, - ActLIt - u:/2V,, = 0, 
V, - b,V, - at2/2VGI,, = 0, 
Vt - (b, + B&L,,) V, - AC&L,, - ut2/2Vs = 0, 
v, > JwBt 
I V, I G WB, 
Ve -=c --/\ctlBt , 
(2.18) 
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where V(E, t) satisfies the initial condition 
I$ V((E, t) = f(6). 
III. SOLUTION OF THEINITIAL-BOUNDARYVALUEPROBLEM 
For Gaussian statistics the most reasonable choice for f(e) is e2, so we 
shall solve the problem for this case. The corresponding solutions for other 
forms for f(~) can be derived similarly. In Eq. (2.18) we first eliminate the 
variable coefficient of diffusion by the introduction of a new time 7, where 
I 
t 
7= u,” au. (3.1) 
0 
As before we express the many time varying parameters as functions of the 
new time variable 7, writing B, z B[~(T)], etc. It is important to note the 
significance of 7. If we examine the random component S, of the predictor 
&(t) defined by Eq. (2.7), we recall that 
so that 
$dt = E(S,,,, - SJ2, O<t<T 
I 
t 
u,” du = E(& - So)2, 
0 
since the process S, has independent increments. However we recall that we 
have already reversed the flow of time to derive Eq. (2.18) so that we conclude 
that -r(t) is merely the variance of the difference between the predictor of the 
present desired response and the predictor at the termination of control. We 
denote dT/dt simply as i. 
Equation (2.18) now assumes the simpler form 
V, - (b, - B&J V,/; - h/iqL17 - V,,/Z = 0, 
V, - b,/iV, - V,,/2 = 0, 
V, - (b, + B,L,,) V,/+ - X/ic,L,, - V,,/2 = 0, 
where V(E, 7) satisfies the initial condition 
Lioy V((E, T) = 2. 
Since we shall be referring constantly to the three diffusion regions with the 
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unknown switching boundaries we describe the (E, T) region below in Fig. 1. 
pr(~-) and pa(~) are the unknown switching boundaries to be determined. 
We commence our discussion with Region I in which pr7 < E < co. The 
coefficient of V, represents the velocity of the diffusing medium, as we see 
from the relation 
dV/dt = V, +PV,. 
FIG. 1. 
Hence in order to obtain a new displacement coordinate E, with respect to 
which the medium is at rest, we let 
cl = E + 
J 
0 (b, - B,L,,) duli. (3.3) 
Then V(Q , T) satisfies the diffusion equation 
and we must find a solution satisfying the I.C. 
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and the boundary condition 
Lim 
rl~~~(b,--B,L1,)3uli+pl,+0 
V&l > T) = hc,/B, . 
Let r(e, 7; X, u) denote the fundamental solution of the homogeneous equation 
VT - 1/2V,, = 0; i.e., 
T(E, T; x, u) = 1/[27~(~ - ~)]r/” exp - {(E - x)~/~(T - u)}, T>U 
= 
0, T<ll (3.5) 
We satisfy the two conditions by a superposition of solutions. The I.C. is 
satisfied by the solution 
Vl/;(El 7)= a 
i 
x2T(el , T; x, 0) dx = e12 + 7. (3.6) 
--m 
In order to satisfy the boundary condition we use the single layer heat 
potential SI)(c, 7; pU) defined as 
Sg(e, T; pu) = l/2 ,I T(E, 7; pu 34 g(u) du. (3.7) 
We define &, = g(b, - B,L,,) du/i. S,(E, T; pU) satisfies the diffusion 
equation V, - 1/2V,rc1 = 0 and satisfies the condition V&, , T) = g, . 
Denoting by P,(r, , T; pU , u) the quantity 
wxr(fl , 7; x, U)LP”, Sg(% 7; p,) 
satisfies the “jump relation” 
El$;~o ~/%%(~I 3~; pu) = g(T)/2 + l/2 s, S,(p, , T; pu , u) g(u) du. 
7 
(3.8) 
Since the gradient of V,(c, , T) is 2~ we use for the source strength g(T) the 
function 
g(r) = WB, - X317 + A,). (3.9) 
Hence the complete solution of (3.2) valid in Region I is given by 
-t 11’2 j-’ C&/B, - 2h, + 81u)l r(~, 7; PIN + Au 7 4 du- (3.10) 
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Now we make use of the fact that V, is continuous in Region I and 
Using the jump relation (3.8) we obtain the following integral equation for 
the unknown boundary function plT: 
This simplifies to the integral equation of the first kind 
A solution of this equation is given clearly by 
p17 = hc,/2/4 - #IIT = hc,/2B, - s 
’ (6, - B,L,,) duli. (3.12) 
0 
Hence we see that the unknown boundary p17 is completely specified except 
for the Lagrangian multiplier h. 
The complete solution for V( E, T in Region II is obtained in an analogous ) 
fashion. We define pa7 = c(bu + B,L,,) duli, and 
V(E, T> = A jT c&u du + [c + /%I2 + 7 
0 
+ l/2 j-1 [-k/B, -2(~2, +~,)I~(~,GP, +/%u,u)d% (3.13) 
and the same type of argument leads to the relation 
~27 = --hc,lB, - @27 = --Xc,/B, - j.; (bu + B,L,) duli. (3.14) 
Since Region 0 is of finite extent it will be impossible to determine V((E, T) 
explicitly except in the form of the sum of two potential functions, the source 
strengths satisfying two simultaneous linear Volterra integral equations of 
the second kind. These two source strengths are identical (giving a single 
integral equation) only for symmetrical limits L,, 3 L,, on the control 
fUnCti0I-I u(E, T). 
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We construct the solution in Region 0 that satisfies the two boundary 
conditions by the superposition of two single layer potentials, one of undeter- 
mined strength gi(~) on E = pi(~) and one of strength ga(T) on E = pz(~). The 
two integral equations for gi(~) and g2( ) T are determined by utilizing the jump 
relation (3.8) at each of the two boundaries. We make use also of relations 
(3.12) and (3.14) for pi(~) and Pi. 
If we denote 01, = ~~~,duji, and l t, = E + 01,) it is clear that V(Q ,T) 
satisfies the diffusion equation P’, - 1/2V,0,0 = 0. We write 
(3.15) 
Since V, is continuous as E -+ pi7 - 0 and equals hc,lB, there, we obtain 
from the jump relation at Boundary I that 
From Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) this simplifies further. We denote 
I 
7 
Y1-r = T B,L,, duji and Y2T = I 
B,L,, duli. 
0 0 
Then we obtain the integral equation 
In an analogous manner using the jump relation at Boundary II as 
E -+ p27 + 0, we obtain the integral equation 
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and again using Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) we obtain 
+ jku) rz(-k/B, - ~27 ,*; --hc,lB, - ylu ,4 du 
0 
(0 < 7 < To). (3.17) 
If L,, = L,, , then yr7 = y27 = y, , and we see from (3.16) and (3.17) that 
a(4 = g2(d = d4 where d r satisfies the linear Volterra integral equation > 
4yr = g(T) + jku) ~z(WBr + ~7 9 7; W& + yu > u) du 
0 
- s j’(u) r,(WB, + ~7 , 7; -W& - Y% > 4 du 
(0 < T < To). (3.18) 
Hence the complete solution for V(E, T), the expected cost of control, is 
given in the three regions by the expressions 
V(E, T) = h j;c&, du + j, + j; (bu - BJ,,) d,iij' + 7 
for E 2 hc,/2B, - 
s 
; (b, - B,L,,) du/i, 
v(E,T) = [cf j;b,du/+]‘+T 
+ l/Z j$4 r (~3 7;kJ2Bu + ,: WL,, dx, u) du 
(3.19) 
- l/2 j$) r (5 7; --Xc,/B, - j: B.&, dx, u) du 
for --hc,lB, - jr (b, + B,L,,) duli ,( E G Ac,I2B, -j? (b, - B,L,,) duli, 
0 
V(% 7) = X j; c.E,, du + (‘c + j, (b, + BJ,) WI2 + 7 
for E < -k/B, - jr (b, + &L,,) dul+, 
0 
where gr(u) and g2(u) are solutions of the simultaneous linear Volterra integral 
equations (3.16) and (3.17). 
We note from (3.19) above that V(E, T) and the two switching boundaries 
of pl(T) and p2(T) are dependent upon the value of A, the Lagrangian multiplier. 
The multiplier h cannot be evaluated until an initial extrapolated miss 
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distance E,, is specified. Denoting ~z = ~‘IJ o Ua du, we note first that the expected 
cost of control CU(E, , 0) = V(E~ , or), so that we can write 
From inequality (2.12) we see that the first term in the right-hand side of 
the above equation is bounded above by XQ. Hence, denoting the dependence 
of Y(eO , ~z) on h by writing V(/(E~ , TV; h), we write 
Since we wish to minimize E$<T2 subject to the fuel constraint (2.12) we 
choose h such that 
V(%J, TT; A) - hQ = Min. (3.20) 
The above procedure is applicable when E,, is known with probability one. 
In many applications E,, is a random variable with a known continuous 
probability density function p(e,,). The above procedure is modified then in 
the following manner: 
Define EV(c, , TT) as 
(3.21) 
where V (c , ,-, TV) is given in the three regions by the appropriate expressions 
in (3.19). Again we note the dependence of EV(q, , ~z) on h by writing 
E V(Q , 7~; h). h is chosen now such that 
Ev(% > TT; X) - XQ = Min. (3.22) 
IV. ANALYSIS OFTHE SWITCHING BOUNDARIES 
We have derived in Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) the switching boundaries pr7 
and pz7 in the (E, T) plane. Since the switching boundaries are of interest only 
as they evolve in real time t, we return to the use of the time variable t. We 
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recall that Eq. (2.17) f or V(E, t) was a backward parabolic equation. By 
substituting (T - t) for t we transformed this to a diffusion (forward equation) 
satisfying an initial condition rather than a terminal condition. We then 
introdyc;d the natural time variable T in order to obtain Eq. (3.19), where 
T = s,- oU2 du. Hence we merely reverse these two transformations in order 
to return to the original time scale. We consider it unnecessary to relabel the 
various time functions involved, since every time varying function will 
resume its original evolution in time. Denoting by pit the upper switching 
boundary in real time we have, noting that dr = ut2 dt, 
pit = Act/2 W( T, t) - I;-” [b( T - u) - W( T, T - u) L,( T - u)] du. (4.1) 
Although the four time functions appearing in (4.1) may be quite general in 
nature, we can deduce certain gross properties of pit from a few simple 
considerations. In particular since W(T, T) = 0, we see that 
Q&l pit = co. (4.2) 
From Eq. (2.9) we see that 
T-t 
b(T - u) du = W(t, 0) x0 - yt 
0 
so that (4.1) can be written in the form 
Y1t = P1t - rlt + w, 0) x0 
= Act/2 W( T, t) + /I-” W(T, T - u)L,(T - u) du. (4.3) 
yzt has a similar representation and in the case of symmetrical imits on ut ; i.e., 
L,, = L,, , we note that yzt = -yit . 
It is to be expected from the physical nature of the problem that the switch- 
ing boundaries pit and pzt will not be mirror images of each other (even when 
L,, = L,,) unless Q - W(t, 0) x0 3 0, since asymmetrical control is required 
if this condition does not hold. In most applications ct = 1, so that we have in 
that case 
j,, = --hW,(T, t)/W2 - W(T, t)Ll(t) 
Considerable information about the shape of yrt can be obtained by 
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investigation of the zeros of j,, in (0 < t < T). These coincide clearly with 
the time points for which 
In many applications W(T, t) is a convex monotone decreasing function 
and W,( T, t) is a convex monotone increasing function, so that J& has a single 
zero in (0 < t < T). When yt - W(t, 0) x,, = 0, typical switching bound- 
aries are shown below. 
FIG. 2. 
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